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1. Introduction. In the absence of dissipation, smooth motions of nonlinear elastic
materials will generally break down due to the formation of shocks (see, e.g., Lax
[15], MacCamy and Mizel [16]). It is interesting to consider situations in which
the destabilizing effects of a nonlinear elastic response compete with a dissipative
mechanism. An important example of such a dissipative mechanism in an elastic
material is the conduction of heat.

In classical one-dimensional thermoelasticity, heat conduction is assumed to be
governed by Fourier's law. Although Fourier's law provides a description of heat
conduction that is useful under a wide range of conditions, experiments on certain
dielectric crystals at very low temperatures have produced results that are inconsistent
with those predicted by Fourier's law (cf. the references cited in [2, 14]). Whereas
classical theory predicts an infinite speed of propagation for thermal disturbances,
these crystals transmit such disturbances as wavelike pulses, travelling at finite speeds.
This phenomenon is known as second sound. One of the earliest attempts to model
second sound was made by Cattaneo [1],

In this paper, we establish the global existence of a smooth solution to the equa-
tions of one-dimensional nonlinear thermoelasticity when Fourier's law is replaced
by Cattaneo's law. The second law of thermodynamics is used to restrict the forms
of the constitutive relations for stress and internal energy. The constitutive relations,
the laws of momentum balance and energy balance, and some assumptions motivated
by physical considerations yield a hyperbolic system of equations. Thus a finite speed
of propagation is predicted.

Although the dissipative effects of heat conduction induced by Cattaneo's law are
not as strong as those induced by Fourier's law, there exists a unique globally defined
classical solution to the initial-value problem provided the initial data are smooth and
lie sufficiently close to equilibrium. Further, the solution will tend to equilibrium
as time goes to infinity. Both the case of an unbounded body and the case of a
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bounded body with pinned and insulated ends are treated. When the body occupies
the entire real line, some relations associated with the second law of thermodynamics
are exploited to make up for the lack of a Poincare inequality.

Some results have already been obtained for a rigid body in which the conduction
of heat is governed by Cattaneo's law. Coleman, Fabrizio, and Owen [4, 5] deter-
mined the forms that the constitutive relations must take in order to be consistent
with the second law of thermodynamics. Coleman, Hrusa, and Owen [8] then estab-
lished the existence of a global, smooth classical solution when smooth data that lie
sufficiently close to equilibrium are prescribed.

It should be noted that Cattaneo's equation is not the only attempt to model sec-
ond sound. Gurtin and Pipkin [11] develop a general theory of heat flow in rigid
bodies with memory which predicts finite speed of propagation for thermal distur-
bances. Chen and Gurtin [3] extend the theory to include deformable media and
present an example for which the heat flux relation reduces to a form of Cattaneo's
law. Another approach, first advanced by Miiller [17] is to introduce a generalized
temperature function and a suitably generalized form of the second law of thermo-
dynamics. This results in a hyperbolic heat transport equation without modification
of the Fourier heat conduction law. The survey paper of Chandrasekharaiah [2]
presents a discussion of these and other theoretical approaches to second sound as
well as a discussion of experimental results. Joseph and Preziosi [14] present a de-
tailed chronology of published works on the subject of heat propagation by waves.

The organization and exposition of this paper is similar to that of [12] in which
classical heat conduction is investigated. It is important to note that we again make
crucial use of the thermodynamic relations to obtain the energy estimate for lowest
order terms, an estimate that cannot be obtained using a Poincare inequality when
the body is unbounded. Although much of the analysis here is similar to that of [12],
the results differ slightly in that less smoothness is required of the initial data for the
Cattaneo problem.

2. Thermodynamics. We consider a homogeneous body that has unit reference
density and occupies an interval c R in its reference configuration. We assume
that the motion is that of one-dimensional extension. For such a body, the laws of
balance of momentum, balance of energy, and growth of entropy take the forms:

utt = ax + b> (2-!)

et + Vx = aEt + r' (2-2)

"■ - (I), • (2'3)
where u is the displacement, £ = ux is the strain, a is the stress, b is the body
force, e is the internal energy, r is the heat supply, ?/ is the entropy, 6 is the
(absolute) temperature, and q is the heat flux. We assume that these fields depend
smoothly on the material point x £ B and the time t > 0. Furthermore, the strain
and temperature are required to satisfy

e>-l, <9>0. (2.4)
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Here, a subscript is used to indicate a partial derivative.
Define the free energy y/ through the relation

y/ = e-drj, (2.5)

and put
8 = 0X (2.6)

for the temperature gradient. Then we may combine Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) to produce
the Clausius-Duhem inequality

+ r1et - aet + ^ < 0. (2.7)

The constitutive relations that describe a thermoelastic medium in which heat
conduction is governed by Cattaneo's law are

y/ = (//(e, 6, q), a = a(e, 6, q),
r) = fj(e, 6, q), e = e(e,0,q), (2.8)

and
T(e,d)qt + q = -K(e,d)g (2.9)

where <j/, d, fj, e, z, and k are smooth functions. We shall refer to Eq. (2.9)
as Cattaneo's law. Here r is the thermal relaxation time and k is the thermal
conductivity.

On physical grounds, it is reasonable to assume that there exists a temperature 6
such that when e = q = 0 and 6 = 6, the specific heat, the elastic modulus, the
thermal relaxation time, and the thermal conductivity are positive while the stress-
temperature modulus is nonvanishing; i.e.,

<?e(0, 0, 0) > 0, <7£(0, 0, 0) > 0,
t(0, 6) > 0, k(0,6)>0, (2.10)

de(0, 6, 0) ^ 0.
Using techniques developed in Coleman and Noll [7] and Coleman and Mizel

[6], one can show that necessary and sufficient conditions for the Clausius-Duhem
inequality (2.7) to hold are given by

y/{e,6,q) = y/°{e, 6) + ^(e, 6)q2,
a{e,6,q) = \j/e{e,6,q), (2.11)
f){e,d,q) = -&0(e, 6 , q),

and
k>0 (2.12)

where
v(£ e)= T{e'e)
X[,) dK{e,ey

(An excellent introduction to the techniques involved here can be found in [9].)
It is not universally accepted that the heat flux should appear in the free energy

as a quadratic as is indicated by the methods of Coleman et al. (See, e.g., [10] in
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which Cattaneo's law is assumed, yet the free energy is taken to be independent of
the heat flux.) We will not address this question here. We do note, however, that
our conclusions will hold with less restrictive assumptions about the dependence of
y/ on q .

It follows from Eqs. (2.5) and (2.11) that the internal energy is given by

e(e, 0, q) = 0, q) - 6y/g{e, 0, q), (2.13)

from which it follows that

eg = -6y)gg and ° = 0. (2.14)
°e

The sufficiency of Eqs. (2.11), (2.12) is clear since

yf, + riOl-oet = xqql, (2.15)

which when combined with Eqs. (2.9) gives

_ 2
yjt + t]6t - aet + < 0. (2.16)

Another useful identity, which follows from the balance of energy equation (2.2) and
(2.15), is

0*1, = r - qx- xqqr (2.17)

3. Statement of results. For simplicity, we assume that the heat supply r and
the body force b vanish identically. (See the remarks following the statement of
Theorem 2.) We further assume that the heat flux is given by Eq. (2.9). We seek
smooth solutions to the system of equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.9) when the initial values
for displacement, velocity, temperature, and heat flux are given. Thus we consider
the initial value problem

utt = <M£' f?' Q)uxx + "V6' ^6x + 0> <?)?*' (3-!)

eg(e, 6, q)Qt = [a - e£](e, 0, q)uxt - qx - eq{e, 0, q)q,, (3.2)

r(e, 6)qt + q = -k(e, 6)6x, (3.3)

Vxe J1, t > 0;
u{x, 0) = u0{x), ut(x,0) = ul{x),
6{x, 0) = 90(x), q{x, 0) = q0{x),

Vx e 38 where uQ, w, , 0Q, and q0 are prescribed functions. In the statements
and proofs of the theorems, differentiation is to be interpreted in the sense of dis-
tributions. L (38) denotes the space of square-integrable functions on 38, and
Hk(3S) denotes the Sobolev space of functions in L'(38) whose derivatives through
order k belong to l}(38). We use C([0, T); L2(3?)), Z.2([0, T); L.2(£8)), and
L°°([0, T); L2(3?)) to denote, respectively, the space of continuous, square-
integrable, and essentially bounded functions on [0, T) whose values lie in L (j
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We assume that the thermodynamic relations (2.11) hold and that there is a fixed
temperature 0 > 0 such that the physical assumptions (2.10) hold; that is,

\j>(e, 0, q) = ^°(e, 0) + j/(e, 6)q2,
d(e, 6, q) = y/e(s, 6, q), (3.5)
rj(e,d,q) = -Ve{e, 6,q)\

ee(0,6, 0) > 0, <re(0, 0, 0) > 0,
t(O,0) >0, /c(O,0)>O, (3.6)

00(O, 0,0)^0.

If the initial data are smooth and close to the equilibrium state (0,0,0) in the
sense of Sobolev norms, then the initial value problem (3.1)—(3.4) has a unique and
globally defined classical solution. The precise results follow.

Theorem 1. Let 38 = R. Let 0 e (0, oc) be given. Suppose that y/°, i, and k
are in C4((-l, oo) x (0, oo)) and that Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) hold. Then there is a number
p > 0 such that whenever m0, w,, 0O , and q^.38 —> R satisfy

u0,u{,d0-9,q0€H2(^) (3.7)

and
llMoll//2(J^) + IIM1 + 11^0 ~~ ̂Wh2{SS) + H^oH//2^) < P ' (3-8)

where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to the single variable, then the
initial-value problem (3.1)—(3.4) has a unique solution (u, 0, q) with

Ux > Ut' Uxx ' Uxt ' Uu ' Uxxx ' Uxxt ' Uxt, ' , 0 - 0 , ^ ,

' 0v/' , <7,, <7V.V , Qxt, Q„ (3.9)
€ C([0, oo); L2(^))nL°°([0, oc); L2(^)),

M.XTX ' ' W.v// ' w//f ' 0X ' ®t ' ^XX '

0.y;, 9n,q,qx,q,,qxx,qxt,qn (3.10)
GL2([0,oo);L2(^)),

w.v' M,' ' ut, ,0-0,ex,et,q,qx,qt-+Q
uniformly on 38 , as / —> oo,

uxx ' uxt, , 9x , 0,, q, qx , q, 0 in L2{&), as f — oo, (3.12)

(3.11)

and
wv(x, ?)>-!> 9(x, t) > 0 Vi e J1, / > 0. (3.13)

We now turn our attention to an analogous problem on a bounded interval. Sup-
pose that, in its reference configuration, the body occupies the interval [0,1] and
obeys the boundary conditions

w(0, t) = m(1 , /) = <y(0, t) = q(l, t) = 0 V/> 0. (3.14)
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The corresponding existence result is

Theorem 2. Let 38 = [0, 1], Let 6 G (0, oc) be given. Suppose that i//°, r, and
k are in C4((-l, oo) x (0, oc)). Suppose further that Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) hold. Then
there is a number p > 0 such that whenever uQ, w, , 60, and q0:3? —> K satisfy
Eqs. (3.7), (3.8) and

"o(°) = "oU) = ",(0) = w,(l) = <70(0) = ?0(1) = 0,
Mo(o) = M„(i) = e;(o) = 0;(i) = o,

then the boundary-value problem (3.1 )-(3.4), (3.14) has a unique solution (u, 6 , q)
with

" ' Ux ' ur Uxx > ' "h > ' "/« '

e-e,ex,dt,exx, ext ,0tt,q, qx , qt, qxx , qxt, qu (3.16)
G C([0, oo); L2{^)) nL°°([0, oo); L2

u,ux,ut, Uxx, Uxt, Un, , Uxtt, Uttt, ex , 0,, 0^ , dxt, 6

q, qx, qt, qxx, qxl, q„ G L2([0, oo); L~

M, ux,ut,uxx,uxt,utt,e-e, ex,9t,q,qx,qt
uniformly on ^ , as t —» oc,

»■
(3.17)

(3.18)

in L2{3?), as ? oc, (3.19)
and

mx(x,/)>-1, 0(x,/)<O Vx e J1, / > 0. (3.20)
Remarks. 1. It follows from Eqs. (3.9), (3.10), (3.16), (3.17) and standard em-

bedding theorems that for either the boundary-value problem or the Cauchy problem

u G C2{3§ x [0, oo)), (9, q G C\38 x [0, oo)). (3.21)
2. The theorems can be modified to accommodate a nonzero body force b and

nonzero heat supply r provided b and r are smooth, integrable, and sufficiently
small in the Sobolev sense. We must also require some boundary compatibility of b
and r in Theorem 2.

3. In Theorem 2, any bounded interval can be mapped to [0, 1] by scaling. The
choice of boundary conditions ensures that all boundary terms in the energy estimates
will vanish. It may be possible to establish a similar existence theorem under other
boundary assumptions, but such an undertaking is not within the scope of this paper.

4. In Theorem 2, it is not necessary to assume the thermodynamic relations. We
can replace Eq. (3.5) by

CT~^'(0,tf,0)>0,

dq( O,0,O) = ^(O,0,O) = O,
ff(e, e, q) = &(e, 9, -q) ~iq, (3.22)
e(e, d, q) = e(e, 6, -q) Vq.

5. In the proof given in Sec. 4, the order and method of estimations have been
chosen sothat the proof will remain valid for both theorems.
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4. Proof of theorems. We begin the proof of Theorem 1 by choosing 6 e (0, oo)
a fixed reference temperature. We assume that y/°, t , k belong to C4((-l, oo) x
(0, oo)) and that Eqs. (3.5), (3.6) hold.

The proof consists of establishing a priori estimates that allow a local solution to
be continued for all time. The appropriate local existence result is recorded below in
the form of a lemma. Due to the local nature of Eq. (3.6), we restrict the quantity
(ux, 6, q) to have values in a neighborhood of (0,0,0). Thus, we choose 3 > 0
such that _

S < min 1 j (4.1)

and such that de, \aB\, eg, (d - ee)/ag , x, and k are positive and bounded away
from zero on

Q = (-3, 3) x (0 -3, 6 + 3) x (-3, 3). (4.2)
(For convenience, we will say that the domain of both r and k is Q and the third
argument always has the value zero.) Let us denote

m, = infa > 0, = inf \d„\ > 0, m, = infefl>0,
q 2 a ' 01 q

. - e (4-3)
m. = inf —-—- > 0, YYir = inf r > 0.

4 n 5 a

Lemma. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold and let wQ , m, , 60 , qQ:& —> K
be given with

u'0, w, , dQ, q0 £ H2{&), (4.4)

{u'0(x), 0Q{x), q0(x)) € Q Vxei. (4.5)
Then the initial-value problem (3.1)—(3.4) has a unique solution (u, 6, q) on a
maximal time internal [0, T0), for some To> 0, with

ux ' u,> uxx ' ux,> un > uxxx ' UXX,' uxa ' um ^-6,6,,

6x > 6 a • dx<' ^ (4.6)

eCQO, t0)-l\<%))
and

(wv(x, t), 8(x, t), q(x, t)) e Q Vx e J , /e[0,ro). (4.7)
Moreover, if

sup I (U2X + u] + M2 + «2V, + l/J, + + K2 v/ + M2,, + «2,
re[0. r0) y.'j1

and

+ (6 - 6)2 + 62 + 62 + 02v + 02, + 02 (4.8)
+ ^ + <7,2 + <7^ + q], + , t) dx < oc

sup |m |<<5, sup |0-0|<<5, sup |<7| < J, (4.9)
?x[o,r0) ' ,®x[o.r0) . ̂  x [0, T-0)

then T0 = oo.
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The result stated in the lemma follows directly from the results of Hughes, Kato,
and Marsden [13]. Details of how to apply [13] can be found in Sec. 5.

We now wish to show that if Eq. (3.7) is satisfied with p sufficiently small then
Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) hold for the solution (u, 6 , q) given by the lemma. To facilitate
the argument, we set

U0 — llMoll//2 + IIwi II//2 + l|0o ^II//2 + H^oll//2' (4-10)

E{t)= SrU.P [jul + u'+ul.x + u2x, + ul + ulxx + ulxl + ultt + ul,

+ {e-d)2 + e2x + e2,+e2xx + e2xt + e2tt

+ Q2 + q] + <?f + v2xx + q2xt + q2tt){x ,s)dx (4.11)

17 <»'Jo J a+ I I (-Uxx + Uxt + Utt + Ulxx + Ulxt + Uxtt + Uttt

+ el + < + + £ + e)t + + £
+ £ + llx + + %)(x ,s)dxds V? e [0, T0),

1/(0= sup (u2xx + u2xt + e2x + d^ + ql + qf)l/2(x,s) \/te[0,T0), (4.12)
$e[0,o

H{t) = v{t) + v{t)2 + is(tf + v{tf V? 6 [0, T0). (4.13)
We proceed to show that for UQ small

E{t)<X-82 V/ € [0, T0). (4.14)

It is a direct result of the Sobolev embedding theorem that

(:ux + {6-6)2+ q2)<E(t) Vx€^, /6[0,ro) (4.15)

from which we conclude that if Eq. (4.14) holds, both Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) are satis-
fied, and hence TQ = oo .

To establish Eq. (4.14), we derive a series of energy estimates. Let us introduce

A(x, t) = [a~\d - eE)](s(x, t), 9{x , t), q{x , t)),
= A{x, t)ac(e(x, t), d{x, t), q(x, 0),
= [a - e.](e(x, t), 0(x, t), q{x, t)),

B(x, t
C(x, t
D(x, t
E(x,t

E(x, t

G(x, t

H{x, t
J(x, t

= A(x, t)aq{e(x, t), d(x, t), q{x, t)),
= eg{e(x, t), 6(x, t), q{x, t)),

= [?~lKeg\(e(x, t), 6{x, t), q(x, t)),

= [?~leq](£(x, t), 6(x, t), q(x, t)),

= [aT't](£(x, t), 9{x, t), q(x, t)),

= /c"'(e(x, t), 6(x, t), q(x, /)),

(4.16)
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Vx e 3§, t € [0, 00). Multiplying Eq. (3.1) by A and Eq. (3.3) by J yields

Autt = Bllxx + C9x + D1X ' (4-17)

Ed, = C«x, - qx + , (4.18)
and

Hqt + Jq = -9x. (4.19)
At this time we observe that differentiation of Eqs. (4.17) -(4.19) with respect to x
yields

Aux,t = BUxxx + C6XX - AxUtt + BxUxx + Cx6x + (D9X)X ' (4-2°)

E0xt = Cuxxl - qxx - Exet + Cxuxt + (F8x)x + (Gq)x , (4.21)

H9xt + J«x = -0XX-Hxqt-Jxq, (4.22)
while differentiation with respect to t yields

Auttt = Buxxt + C6xt ~ AtUtt + BlUxx + Ct6x + ' (4-23)

- qxt - Et6t + C,uxt + (.F0X), + (Gq)t, (4.24)

Hqu + Jqt = -6xt - Htqt - Jtq. (4.25)
The overall strategy of the proof is to obtain the inequality (4.52) below. The bulk

of the proof consists of standard estimating techniques: using energy type identities
and using the equations of motion to obtain estimates in terms of previously bounded
quantities. Readers familiar with such techniques may wish to concentrate attention
upon the derivation of Eq. (4.41). This estimate is derived from an energy identity,
but does not arise in the usual fashion; the identity is motivated by the form of the
inequality (2.16) and is derived from the thermodynamic relations. It is interesting
to note that for the case of a bounded interval, Eq. (4.41) would follow from higher
order estimates and judicious use of Poincare type inequalities; whereas in the case
of an unbounded interval, the use of the thermodynamic relations is crucial to obtain
the estimate.

In the following series of estimates, we will employ the elementary inequalities

\ab\ < ya2 + -^b' Vy > 0, (4.26)

with the special case

and

\ab\<X-{a +b2) (4.27)

<"itar (4-28)

We also let T denote a (possibly large) generic positive constant that is independent
of T0, u0, Wj, 60 , and q0 . We note that T is allowed to depend on 6, ml through
m5, and on bounds for t , k , a, e, and their derivatives on the compact set Q c
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((-1, oo) x (0, oo) x (-oo, oo)). The following bounds are consequences of Eqs.
(4.3) and (4.16):

A{x,t)>m., B(x,t)>m,m., \C(x, t)\> m7m.,
(4.29)

E(x,t)>mi, H(x,t)>miM 1, J(x,t)>M

where M is an upper bound for k on Q.
We proceed with the basic energy estimates by multiplying Eqs. (4.20) -(4.22)

by uxt, 6x, qx, respectively, adding the resulting equations, and integrating over
38 x [0, t). After some integrations by parts, we achieve the identity

[ {Au2xt + Bu2xx + E62x + Hq2x)(x, t)dx + [ I Jq2x{x, s) dx ds2 J3} .... j ^

= I [ {Au2xl +Bu]x +E62x +Hq2x)(x, 0) dx

+ [ f ^Aiult + B,uxx + E,62x + Htq2x)(x, s)dxds
V ' (4-30)

+ [ [ (-Axutl + Cx6x + (Dqx)x)uxt(x,s)dxds
Jo Ja

+ [' [ (-Exet + (Fdx)x + (Gq)x)6x(x,s)dxds
J o Jss

+ [ [ (—Hxql - Jxq)qx{x , s)dxds.
Jo J.is

The relations (4.29) ensure that the left-hand side of Eq. (4.30) is bounded below
by

[ + mim4ulx + mi6l + >ri5M'lq2x){x, t) dx
J.® 1

,

Jo J.®
~ I 2

M qx(x,s)dxds.

To show how to majorize the right-hand side of Eq. (4.30), we consider the following
example:

I'JJo J as
C 6 u (x, s)d\ds

[ [ (CA + Ceex + C,qx) ■ exuxt(x ,s)dxds
Jo J.<%

< sup(|C£| + \C0\ + \Cq\) ■ sup (|ev| + 19x\ + |<?v|)
£J xE.C

ffJo J.<2

s€[0.l)

\{e2x + u2xt)<Yu{t)E{t) Mt G [0, /)

where we have used Eq. (4.27). All of the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.30)
can be majorized in a manner similar to the above example; thus we obtain the a
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priori bound

fyxx+»xt+°i+ q2x){x, t) dx + II, Q2xix, s)dx ds
<r u0 + r»(t)E(t).

Similarly, we multiply Eqs. (4.23)-(4.25) by un, 6t, qt, respectively, and proceed as
above to find that

[ {uxt + u]t + d] + q2t){x, t) dx + ( [ qj(x , s)dx ds
J& J 0 JfM

< rf/g + Yfi{t)E(t) V/ € [0, t).
(4.32)

In Eq. (4.32) we have used Eqs. (4.17)—(4.19) to write the initial values of uu, 0t,
and qt as terms that appear in U0 .

To obtain energy estimates on higher order terms, we formally differentiate Eqs.
(4.20)-(4.25) with respect to t, multiply by appropriate quantities, and integrate
over 38 x [0, /) to infer that

fjuL + uln + um + ()i + dl + + «»)(* ' ?) dx
, (4.33)

+ [ [ {q2xl + ql){x,s)dxds <ru0 + r^i(t)E(t) We [0,7").
Jo J 38

The formal calculations can be made rigorous by employing standard techniques
involving difference operators and passing to the limit.

As previously noted, we use a more unconventional technique to achieve similar
bounds on the lower order terms (uv, ut, 6 - 8 , q). It follows from Eq. (2.17) with
r = 0 that

(e-e)n, = -(e-d)(^ + ^y (4.34)
Using Cattaneo's law (2.9), (2.15), (4.34) and the equation of momentum balance
(2.1) with b = 0, we conclude that

d „ t a ~a\ ^2\ 0 2-(V/-lJ/-(7£ + (d-d)t1 + -U, ) + ——7<7
at i kq

= »-((„-_5)i)
(4.35)

where a — <r(0, 8,0) is the residual stress and if/ = y/(0, 8, 0). Integrating Eq.
(4.35) over 38 x [0, t) produces the result

[ (A(e, 8, q) + \u ){x, t)dx + [ I  6——=;q1(x,s)dxds
J38 L JO J.® k(e , 8)8

= (mk'o » ̂ 0 ' *0> + 5mi) dx W e [0'
(4.36)

where A(e, 8, q) := y){s, 8, q) - y/ - ae - (8 - 8)i//e(e, 8, q). It follows from Eqs.
(4.1), (4.3), and Taylor's theorem that

A (a, b, c) + y/{ 0, 0,0)- ij/{a, 8, c) + ^£(0, 8, 0 )a > ]^m3(b - 8)2, (4.37)
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ij/{a, 6, c) - ij/{a, 6, 0) > m5(3dM)~l c2, (4.38)
1 2
2'

V(a, b, c) € S, where M again is an upper bound for k on Q. Adding the
inequalities (4.37), (4.38), and (4.39), we produce the inequality

6, 0) - ^(0, d, 0) - ^E(0, 6, 0)a > ^mxa , (4.39)

A(ux, 9, q) > ~m{u2x + ^m3{6 - 0)2 + m5(3dM) 1 q~. (4.40)

Thus, we have the a priori bound

/ (u2+u2 + {0-d)2 + q2)(x,t)dx + / q2(x,s)dxds
JJo J3S

<ru0 v/e[o,r).
Combining the energy estimates (4.31), (4.32), (4.33), and (4.41) yields

(4.41)

/J3, (;ux + ut + uxx + ux, + utt + uxxt + uxtt + u ttt

+ (6 - d)2 + e2x + 62 + e2xt + e2t + q2 + qx + q] + qxt + qn){x , t) dx ^ ^

+ (<?2 + Q2X +0^ + Q2xt +12t,){x, s)dxds
Jo Jss

<TU0 + Yn(t)E(t) Vte[0,T).

We now rewrite Eqs. (4.19), (4.22), (4.25) as

0x = -Hq,-Jq, (4.43)

0xx = -Vlx + Jx« + H<lxt + Hxth), (4.44)

ext = -(JQ, + Jfl + H(ltt + Hflt>(4-45)
square both sides of each equation (4.43)-(4.45); integrate over 38 and 38 x [0, t);
and use Eqs. (4.28) and (4.42) to conclude that

[ 02xx(x, t) dx + [ f (02x + 61 + 02xt){x, s)dx ds
J& Jo Jss10 J&

<rU0 + Vn{t)E(t) W € [0, T).
(4.46)

To obtain further bounds, we multiply Eq. (4.17) by B [un and Eq. (4.23) by
B lutlt and integrate over 38 x [0, t). After some integrations by parts, we obtain

nAB~X{u2tt + u2tt)(x, s)dxds - / / {u2t + u2tt)(x,s)dxds
$ Jo Ja

= / K"*, + uxtuxtt)(x > 0)dx- (Uxuxl + uxtuxtt)(x, t) dx
a a (4.47)

+ [ [ B~l u (CO + Dqx)(x , s) dx ds
Jo J a

+ [ [ B~\ltt(Cext-Alull + Bluxx + Ct6x + (Dqx)t)(x,s)dxds.
Jo J&
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We then multiply Eq. (4.18) by E~xuxt and Eq. (4.24) by E~xuxtt and integrate
over 38 x [0, t). After some integrations by parts, we obtain

rt

[ f CE \u2 +u2 )(x,s)dxds
J 0 J 3S

= 1 (u 6 +u 6 ){x, 0)dx- [ {{ut6 +u 6Xl)(x,t),
J.% J

+ f f {ult6x + ulltdxl)(x, s)dxds (4.48)J o J.%

+ [ [ E~lu (q - Ed - Gq){x , s)dxds
Jo J.&

+ [ [ E~luxtl(qxl + Etet-Ctuxl-(Fex)l-(Gq)t)(x,s)dxds.
Jo J&

It follows from adding a suitable multiple of Eq. (4.48) to Eq. (4.47) and Eqs. (4.42),
(4.46) that

/ I {utt + uxt + uttt + uxtt){x,s)dxds
Jo J3S

[ [ (\uttdx\ + \uttt6xt\)(x>s)dxds
Jo J9S

+ ru0 + rn(t)E{t) vte[o,T).
Thus, using Eq. (4.26) with an appropriate choice of y, we achieve the additional
bounds

[ [ + ult + ult + "L)(x' dx ds
Jo J& (4.50)

< Yp(t)E{t) Vte[0,T).
It follows from squaring the equations (4.17)—(4.25), integrating over 38 x [0, t],
and appealing to Eqs. (4.42), (4.46), and (4.50) that

f iu2xxx + 92xx){x,t)dxJss

+ [ [ (*& + Ulxx + Ulxt + °2, + °l + «lx)(x ' 5) dx ds (4'51}Jo J.®
<ru0 + rn{t)E(t) v/e[0,r).

Combining Eqs. (4.42), (4.46), (4.50), (4.51) and taking the supremum over [0, /]
of both sides of the resulting inequality yields

E{t)<TU0 + Tn{t)E{t) W e [0, T) (4.52)

where Y is independent of T, u0, ul, 60, and q0 . We choose a > 0 such that

a < , f(a1/2 + a + a2 + Q4) < 1, (4.53)

and then choose p > 0 such that

Yp1 < (4.54)
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and
U0<pz=* £(0) < -a. (4.55)

ne number introduced in Eqs. (4.1).
now that Eq. (3.7) holds with the above choice of p so that rt/0 < \a. Moreover,

2 , 1
T

The 8 used in Eq. (4.53) is the same number introduced in Eqs. (4.1), (4.2). Suppose
— \L

it follows from the Sobolev embedding theorem that

v{t)2<E{t) Vf€[0, T), (4.56)

and so
p{t)<[El,2 + E + E2 + E4](t) Vte[0,T). (4.57)

It then follows from Eq. (4.52) that for any t e [0, T), if E(t) < a then in fact
E(t) < ha. Therefore, by continuity and Eq. (4.55), we have

E(t)<^a<l-32 We[0, T) (4.58)

since E(0) <ia. The bound (4.58) and (4.15) allow us to conclude that both Eqs.
(4.8) and (4.9) are satisfied, and thus T0 = oc. Finally, we note that Eqs. (3.11)-
(3.13) hold by virtue of Eq. (4.58) and the definitions of E and Q. (See, e.g.,
[8].)

5. Local existence. The local existence lemma stated in Sec. 4 is a consequence of
the paper by Hughes, Kato, and Marsden [13]. To see this, we first introduce

v(x, t) = ut(x, /), <p{x, t) = 6{x, t) - 6.

We note that Eqs. (4.17)—(4.19) can be written as

^+tf(U)U = 0 (5.1)
at

where
U = (e, v , <p , q) ,

I -v

a/ (W)U = -A~l(W)[B(W)ex + C{W)(px + D{W)qx]

-E~\\V)[C{W)vx - qx + F(W)(px + G(W)q]
V H-\W)[<p+J{W)q] J

and A, B, etc. are motivated by Eq. (4.16). We take the spaces X, Y, Z , and Z'
of the paper to be

Y = [H2(R)]\ A'= [//'( M)]4, Z = z'= [H°(R)]\ (5.2)

Let W e Y and introduce the operators N{W), a norm on Z , such that

w2 = [ (B(W)e2 + A(W)V2 + E(W)(p2 + 2[DEC {](W)q<p
J R

+ [H + HDFC ]{W)f) (5.3)
and

5( W) = S = I - A = / - ~
Ox'
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where / is the identity operator on Y . The norm N(W) is equivalent to the usual
norm on Z by virtue of the boundedness of the coefficients on the set Q and the
lower bounds expressed in Eq. (4.29). The operator S is an isomorphism from
Y to Z and s/ generates a quasi-contractive C0-semigroup. The assumptions of
Theorem I of [ 13] are then satisfied, and the local existence lemma stated in Sec. 4
follows.

For the case of a bounded interval, we can adapt the theorem of the paper by
modifying the spaces X, Y, Z , and Z'. Denote the space of H^c functions that
are periodic with period 2 by //'" and equip this space with the norm

Nlm,P(R) = ll"IL(-i»!)
where ||-||m(-l, 1) is the usual norm on Hm(-1, 1). Then replace the spaces in Eq.
(5.2) with their periodic analogs and replace the norm Eq. (5.3) with its analog. For
prescribed periodic initial data, we are guaranteed a periodic solution (e,v,<p,q).
We extend the initial data (defined originally on [0, 1]) to K so that u'0, 90 are even
periodic functions of x and u{, q0 are odd periodic functions of x . The compat-
ibility conditions (3.15) ensure that the extended initial data will lie in the space
Y. Consider the set *V of vector-valued functions with first and third components
even and second and fourth components odd. We previously imposed a symmetry
condition (3.21) on the stress and internal energy functions of the form

a(e, 9, q) = a{e, 9, -q), e(e, 9, q) = e{e, 9, -q).

The structure of sf indicates that the solution operator of Eq. (5.1) is invariant on
'V . Therefore, the solution of Eq. (5.1) has the property that e, 9 are even periodic
functions and v , q are odd periodic functions so that the boundary conditions (3.14)
are automatically satisfied.

Acknowledgment. The author wishes to thank the referee for his helpful sugges-
tions.
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